Bakhita™: light, comfortable and lasting

Bakhita makes it easy for people to pull up a chair and chat or gather for a presentation. This versatile polymer chair can be used in casual dining areas, educational facilities, meeting rooms, pool side, on patios and non-ferrous healthcare rooms. An upholstered seat option provides additional comfort for extended applications.
No ordinary plastic chair

Choose from versatile neutral colors, with or without arms - and everything stacks. Bakhita chairs use an innovative technology to mold two different polymers simultaneously: glass filled nylon for the internal structure and polypropylene for the external surface. The result is the strong, durable and lightweight plastic chair you have been waiting for.

From left to right: Upholstered armless chair shown in Milk, seat shown in Momentum Millennium, Anchor Armless chairs shown in Alloy and Sandbar.
A perfect bar stool, indoors and out

A lightweight stacking bar stool is the newest seating addition to the series. Featuring the same innovative molding technology as Bakhita chairs, these weather resistant bar stools are available in a neutral palette that will fit in anywhere.
Refreshingly simple and refined

Bakhita embodies a refined look that easily integrates into a wide range of architectural expressions. Bakhita seating and tables have been designed and engineered to survive the test of time in varied and sometimes unpredictable environments.

Upholstered stools shown in Char with seat in Momentum Row, Aura; armless chairs shown in Milk. Bar and standard height tables shown with round tops.
Lightweight and stable

Weather resistant Bakhita tables work double duty, indoors and out, to create lively common areas, patios and cafeterias. A stable four-legged base enables seating to tuck in effortlessly. Standard and bar height tables are offered in 28” round and square tops, in Milk with Silver bases.
Color it your way

Milk  Sandbar  Alloy  Char

Features

Glass-filled nylon inner structure. Tough polypropylene external surface is UV rated, scratch and stain resistant.

Armchairs and armless chairs stack eight high on the floor; 10 to 12 high on a dolly.

Bar stools stack up to four high on the floor.